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Diretion identi�ation in radio images of osmi-ray airshowers deteted with LOPES and KASCADEA. Nigl1, W.D. Apel2, J.C. Arteaga3, T. Ash4, J. Au�enberg5, F. Badea2, L. Bähren6, K. Bekk2,M. Bertaina7, P.L. Biermann8, J. Blümer2,3, H. Bozdog2, I.M. Branus9, M. Brüggemann10, P. Buhholz10,S. Buitink1, H. Buther6, E. Cantoni7, A. Chiavassa7, F. Cossavella3, K. Daumiller2, V. de Souza3, F. DiPierro7, P. Doll2, R. Engel2, H. Falke1,6, H. Gemmeke4, P.L. Ghia11, R. Glasstetter5, C. Grupen10,A. Haungs2, D. Hek2, J.R. Hörandel1, A. Horne�er1, T. Huege2, P.G. Isar2, K.-H. Kampert5,D. Kikelbik10, Y. Kolotaev10, O. Krömer4, J. Kuijpers1, S. Lafebre1, P. �uzak12, M. Manewald4,H.J. Mathes2, H.J. Mayer2, C. Meurer2, B. Mitria9, C. Morello11, G. Navarra7, S. Nehls2, J. Oehlshläger2,S. Ostaphenko2, S. Over10, M. Petu9, T. Pierog2, J. Rautenberg5, H. Rebel2, M. Roth2, A. Saftoiu9,H. Shieler2, A. Shmidt4, F. Shröder2, O. Sima13, K. Singh1, M. Stümpert3, G. Toma9, G.C. Trinhero11 ,H. Ulrih2, J. van Buren2, W. Walkowiak10, A. Weindl2, J. Wohele2, J. Zabierowski12, and J.A. Zensus8(A�liations an be found after the referenes)Reeived 7 Deember 2007 / Aepted 12 June 2008AbstratAims. We want to understand the emission mehanism of radio emission from air showers to determine the origin of high-energyosmi rays. Therefore, we study the geometry of the air shower radio emission measured with LOPES and searh for systematie�ets between the diretion determined on the radio signal and the diretion provided by the partile detetor array KASCADE.Methods. We produe 4D radio images on time-sales of nanoseonds using digital beam-forming. Eah pixel of the image isalulated for three spatial dimensions and as a funtion of time. The third spatial dimension is obtained by alulating the beamfous for a range of urvature radii �tted to the signal wave front. We searh this multi-dimensional parameter spae for thediretion of maximum oherene of the air shower radio signal and ompare it to the diretion provided by KASCADE.Results. The maximum radio emission of air showers is obtained for urvature radii being larger than 3 km. We �nd that thediretion of the emission maximum an hange when optimizing the urvature radius. This dependene dominates the statistialunertainty for the diretion determination with LOPES. Furthermore, we �nd a tentative inrease of the urvature radius to lowerelevations, where the air showers pass through a larger atmospheri depth. The distribution of the o�sets between the diretionsof both experiments is found to derease linearly with inreasing signal-to-noise ratio. Signi�antly inreased o�sets and enhanedsignal strengths are found in events whih were modi�ed by strong eletri �elds in thunderstorm louds.Conlusions.We onlude that the angular resolution of LOPES is su�ient to determine the diretion whih maximizes the observedeletri �eld amplitude. However, the statistial unertainty of the diretions is not determined by the resolution of LOPES, butby the unertainty of the urvature radius. We do not �nd any systemati deviation between the diretions determined from theradio signal and from the deteted partiles. This result plaes a strong supportive argument for the use of the radio tehnique tostudy the origin of high-energy osmi rays.Key words. aeleration of partiles - elementary partiles - radiation mehanisms: non-thermal - instrumentation: detetors -methods: observational - tehniques: image proessing1. IntrodutionCosmi rays are partiles penetrating the Earth's atmo-sphere with energies from GeV up to hundreds of EeVs.These partiles (mostly protons) have been measured di-retly up to energies of PeV. Most osmi rays up to PeVenergies are thought to be aelerated in our Galaxy bysupernova remnants. However, the origin of the partilesbeyond those energies is still unlear.Therefore, the study of high-energy osmi rays is im-portant to �nd their soures and to understand how theywere aelerated. However, the �ux drops with a steep spe-trum from about one partile per year per square meter atPeV energies, to about one partile per entury per squareSend o�print requests to: A. NiglCorrespondene to: anigl�astro.ru.nl

kilometer at energies of a hundred EeV. Beause of this low�ux and a ertain interation in the Earth's atmosphere,osmi rays with energies beyond about a hundred PeVare measured indiretly by a asade of seondary parti-les. Billions of seondary partiles are produed in theseasades alled extensive air showers and hundreds of thou-sands of them reah partile detetors on the ground.The relative arrival times of these partiles allow to de-termine the diretion from whih the primary partile en-tered the Earth's atmosphere. However, the identi�ation ofthe soure is hampered by the de�etion of the primary par-tile by the magneti �eld distribution in our Galaxy. Thehigher the energy, the smaller the de�etion of the partile;and for very high energies larger than 1019 eV (10 EeV), theproton ylotron radius beomes larger than the dimension
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2 Nigl et al.: CR diretion analysis with LOPES/KASCADEof our Galaxy so that its trajetory possibly points bak toits soure.Measurement of these osmi rays over long pe-riods an reveal a lustering of events, whih wouldenable the identi�ation of their soures and thedetermination of the partile aeleration proess(Auger Collaboration: J. Abraham et al. 2007).Cosmi-ray air showers and their origin have been stud-ied with partile detetors sine Auger et al. (1939). Theposition of the shower axis on the ground is determinedfrom the lateral distribution of partiles (Mayer 1992),whih dereases with distane from the shower ore; andthe diretion is determined on the partile arrival times(Mayer 1993).Falke et al. (2005) and Ardouin et al. (2005) showedthat radio emission from osmi-ray air showers an alsobe used to determine the energy of the primary partile.This result revived the detetion of air showers in the radioregime, whih were �rst observed in 1964 by Jelley et al.(1965) and Allan & Jones (1966). The radio emission inpartile asades is produed by eletrons and positronsbeing de�eted in the Earth's magneti �eld. Both emitbeamed oherent radiation alled geosynhrotron emission(Falke & Gorham 2003). Sine the eletromagneti emis-sion is not attenuated by ollisions, it reahes the groundand therefore the longitudinal shower development an bestudied by observing the emission at several distanes fromthe shower axis. The peak voltage of the radio emission de-tetable on the ground depends approximately linearly onthe energy of the primary partile (Huege & Falke 2005).In addition, the radio emission inreases with inreasing ge-omagneti angle between the osmi-ray trajetory and theEarth's magneti �eld (Falke et al. 2005).A new generation of radio telesopes like LOFAR andLOPES an digitize the signals from osmi-ray air showersdeteted by many simple dipole antennae providing themwith high time, frequeny, and spatial resolution. Thesepowerful interferometers an be used to determine the di-retion of origin of the beamed and oherent emission pro-dued in air showers.In this artile, we present the determination of the dire-tion of several hundreds of osmi-ray air showers measuredin the radio regime with the LOFAR Prototype Station(LOPES, Horne�er et al. 2004) at energies above 1016 eV.We determine the exat diretion of maximum emission bysearhing a small 4D radio map in the diretion providedby the triggering KArlsruhe Shower Core and Array parti-le DEtetor (KASCADE, Antoni et al. 2003). The result-ing distane between the radio-diretion and the partile-diretion is analyzed for systemati e�ets.The data aquisition and event seletion is desribed inSet. 2. the diretion determination is explained in Set.3. The dependenies of the shower emission maximum areelaborated in Set. 3.3, and the results are disussed in Set.4.2. Data aquisitionLOPES onsists of 30 inverted-V-shaped dipoles plaedbetween the partile detetor stations of the KASCADEexperiment. LOPES reeives a oinidene trigger fromKASCADE and stores 0.4 ms of radio data before and af-ter its reeption. The signal of eah antenna is ampli�ed,�ltered in the band from 40 MHz to 80 MHz, digitized with

80 Megasamples per seond, and written to disk. The dig-itally stored time-series for eah antenna is proessed o�-line, where we perform absolute alibration, we redue radiofrequeny interferene (RFI) by down-weighting of narrow-band lines in frequeny, and form a beam by adding upor orrelating the time-shifted antennae for the diretiongiven by KASCADE. In addition to the diretion informa-tion, KASCADE provides parameters suh as the showerore position, eletron number and muon number allowingthe estimation of the primary energy. More details on theLOPES data aquisition and data proessing an be foundin Nigl et al. (2007, in prep.).The shower diretion is reonstruted by KASCADEwith an auray of about 0.1 degrees at the zenith andthe shower ore position with an auray of about 1 me-ter (Antoni et al. 2003), both for an event with an eletronnumber of 106.5 (∼ 1016.5 eV). The diretional auray im-proves with inreasing shower size and redues with inlina-tion angle. Beyond 42 degrees zenith angle, the diretionalunertainty is strongly inreased due to the redued aep-tane of the partile detetors. The mentioned auray ofKASCADE is valid for showers hitting the partile detetorarray within a entered irle with a radius of 91 meters,so that the ore is at least 10 meters inside the array.For this work, 664 LOPES events were pre-seleted witha lower limit on the muon number of 105.2 (> 1016 eV) anda ut on the distane of the shower ore from the arrayentre of 91 meters. These events have been aquired from2005-11-16 to 2006-07-23.3. Diretion DeterminationThe phasing of an array by digital beam-forming is usuallydone in diretion of a soure at in�nite distane. However,the air shower radio emission is produed in the Earth'stroposphere by an extended emission-region and therefore,the wavefront is not �at. As a �rst approximation, a spher-ial wavefront was assumed for the radio emission reahingthe antennae of LOPES. The spherial wavefront is de�nedby a spei� urvature radius (beam fous) and a showerore position on the ground. The resulting distane of thebeam fous does not neessarily oinide with the distaneof the maximum emission in the air shower. This needs tobe investigated in shower simulations and dediated mea-surements in order to study the real shape of the showerfront and its relation to the position of the maximum radioemission and the position of the maximum number of parti-les, respetively. The relation between the maximum in theradio shower and in the partile shower might enable thedetermination of the partile speies from the shower radioemission only. This topi is not part of this work, howeverMonte Carlo simulations by Huege & Falke (2005, Fig. 5)show an indiation of a more omplex shower wavefrontthan a spherial one.3.1. Four-dimensional radio imageFor eah osmi-ray event, all pixels of a four-dimensionalradio image were alulated spanning azimuth, elevation,urvature radius, and time. The image was alulated withan extension of 50 × 50 pixels, with an angular resolutionof 0.2◦. The map was entered on the diretion given byKASCADE.



Nigl et al.: CR diretion analysis with LOPES/KASCADE 3The shower ore position for the spherial beam-formingwas taken from KASCADE. The urvature radius for thebeam-forming algorithm was hosen to range from 1 kmto 10 km in 37 steps of 250 m. The time resolution wasthe LOPES sample-time bin of 12.5 ns. The time windowwas hosen to be 1.6 µs (128 samples), so muh larger thanthe length of a typial osmi-ray radio pulse of a few sam-ples in time, to avoid distortion of the pulse in the imagedue to edge-e�ets in the beam-forming proess. The signalhas been integrated over the LOPES band from 43 MHzto 74 MHz. The shower ore position, whih is used forthe beam-forming proess remains onstant at the valueprovided by KASCADE. The intensity of the osmi-rayevent in the image orresponds to the power measured inthe LOPES beam. The imager performs beam-forming byadding up the antennae and not by orrelating them, as itis used for alulating the E-�eld amplitude at the positionof the maximum from the image.Osillations in the signal shorter than the inverse ofthe bandwidth are not real but they are aused by over-sampling a bandpass broadened signal. Therefore, the �nal4D image was Hanning-smoothed in time by a weightedaverage of every pixel with its two neighbouring pixels.3.2. Emission maximumThe emission maximum in the 4D image was loated,�rstly, by determining the time of maximum emissionfor eah slie in urvature radius by seleting the 2D-azimuth/elevation-slie ontaining the pixel with the max-imum intensity. For this searh in time, 41 of the 128available samples around the window enter were sanned.Seondly, eah of the 2D urvature-slies at the tempo-ral maximum is searhed for the position of the bright-est point soure (FINDPOINTSOURCES funtion ofCASA/AIPS++, www.aips2.nrao.edu, v1.9, build 1360,Shannon 1996). A plot of an example event an be foundin Fig 4. In ase multiple soures were found, the diretionof the strongest one was saved and the other soures werelassi�ed as side-lobes. As a result, the position in timeand the diretion in azimuth-elevation were alulated as afuntion of urvature radius.The two-dimensional spatial shape of the osmi-rayradio emission in the image is mainly determined by thebeam-shape (point spread funtion, PSF) and depends onthe layout of the seleted antennae. The PSF of the emis-sion is assumed to be spherial at the zenith. At lower el-evations, the resolution in elevation of LOPES is reduedby the sine of the elevation angle. A theoretial unertaintyfor the determination of the diretion is obtained followingTaylor et al. (1999):
∆αmin = ±
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λ

D osθ (1)Here ∆αmin is the minimum statistial unertainty ofthe determined diretion, ǫP is the eletri �eld strengthof the deteted pulse, ǫN is the noise in the LOPES beam,
λ is the wavelength, D is the diameter of the LOPES an-tenna array, and θ is the zenith angle. The angular reso-lution ϑ = λ/D osθ or beam width of LOPES is 2.2◦ forthe zenith (λ = 5 m, D osθ = 130 m). An example-eventof LOPES at an estimated primary energy of 50 PeV, aneletron number of 106.7, and a zenith angle of 13.0◦ (for

LOPES and KASCADE) was obtained with a E-�eld peaksignal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of ǫP /ǫN = 8.5 resulting in anunertainty of 0.13◦, whih is about the same auray asmentioned for KASCADE.3.3. Dependenies of the measured eletri �eldIn the time domain, the air shower pulse is expeted at ap-proximately 1.8 µs before the trigger from KASCADE ar-rives at the antennae (Horne�er et al. 2004). Fig. 1 showsthe intensity maximum of the image-slies as a funtion oftime (x-axis) and urvature radius (di�erent urves). Theurves for the di�erent urvature radii from 1 km to 10 kmshow that the intensity in the signal at −1.8 µs is inreas-ing until the best �t is found, whereas the intensity of thebakground noise stays the same.The intensity of the maximum soure in eah skymapinreases steeply, when inreasing the urvature radii from1 km to about 3 km, whih is due to inreasing oherene ofthe osmi-ray air shower pulses in the individual antennasignals. For larger urvature radii, the intensity either keepsinreasing asymptotially or a maximum is found, as in Fig.2. For the plotted event the intensity peaks at 3 km.The intensity as a funtion of azimuth, elevation, andurvature radius (di�erent urves) is shown in Fig. 3. Thedi�erent urves show with inreasing urvature radius theinrease in the intensity of the pulse, while the intensity ofthe side-lobes next to the pulse stay the same or are reduedin intensity.In addition to the hange in the intensity, in the plotwith intensity versus elevation (bottom panel of Fig. 3),the position of the pulse-maximum shifts with inreasingurvature radius to higher elevations by about two degrees.We attribute this to the o�set between the phase enter ofthe LOPES array and the shower ore position as providedby KASCADE. The larger the distane between both, themore the position of the emission maximum hanges, whenvarying the urvature radius for the beam-forming.This beam-forming e�et was tested by arti�ially in-troduing an extra delay by half a sample to all antennadata. This subsample shift is equivalent to a half-sampleinterpolation of the data, when orreting the time-axis byhalf a sample in the opposite shifting diretion. The resultof this method is displayed in Fig. 4, whih is showing theskymaps for the unmodi�ed and for the shifted data, respe-tively. It turns out, that the interpolation of the antennadata, from a sample time of 12.5 ns to 6.25 ns, an furtheroptimize the eletri �eld amplitude of the air shower sig-nal found in the beam. This is due to the sampling of theLOPES antennae signals in the seond Nyquist-zone from40 MHz to 80 MHz with a sample frequeny of 80 MHz.Seond Nyquist-sampling preserves all signal information,whih an be reovered by digital upsampling with, in ourase, a fator of two.We e�etively did this by analyzing the interpolateddata. In addition to an inrease in the eletri �eld ampli-tude, the pulse shifts in position, as observed when optimiz-ing the urvature radius. Therefore, we onlude that theupsampling is neessary for the determination of the orreteletri �eld amplitude. As expeted, this will inrease theauray of LOPES in �eld strength and diretion estimate.
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4 Nigl et al.: CR diretion analysis with LOPES/KASCADE

Figure 1. Maximum eletri �eld amplitude of the imageas a funtion of time for di�erent urvature radii. The am-plitude of the pulse at −1.8 µs inreases with beam-formingurvature radii (as shown for another event in Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Maximum eletri �eld amplitude of the imageas a funtion of beam-forming radius (distane from theobserver to the beam fous) for an event with an estimatedprimary energy of 3 × 1017 eV.4. Event seletionThe 664 pre-seleted events (see Set. 2) were proessedas desribed above, inluding the half-sample shift. Out ofthese 664 events, 232 were seleted having a minimum E-�eld peak SNR of 6. The ut on the SNR of the events hasbeen applied sine for low SNR the measured noise fromthe KASCADE partile detetors dominates the air showeremission, whih leads to a wrong �t when searhing for thepulse pro�le in the time window of the 4D image.The plot in Fig. 1 shows this window and the air showerpulse lies at −1.8 µs, with inreased urvature radius risingabove the partile detetor noise of KASCADE at −1.75 µsto −1.6 µs. For events with a SNR below 6 the osmi-rayradio pulse does not exeed the emission from KASCADEand the wrong signal is �tted. A third seletion riterionon the oherene of the signal, obtained from the ross-orrelation beam, and a fourth riterion on the elevation

Figure 3. Eletri �eld amplitude as a funtion of azimuth(top) and elevation (bottom) at the time of maximum emis-sion in the image for di�erent urvature radii. The ampli-tude of the urves inreases with beam-forming radii (asshown for another event in Fig. 2). The radius of urvatureis inreased by steps of 250 m.angle not to be smaller than 15◦ redued the number of theseleted events further to 62.The ross-orrelation beam is formed by orrelating allpaired ombinations of the shifted antenna signals. Thethird seletion riterion required the ratio of the eletri�eld amplitudes of the ross-orrelation beam and the totalpower beam to be larger than 0.73, whih is one sigma abovethe average fration of all events. This seletion favors in-lined events, sine RFI from the KASCADE detetors isredued, due to their redued aeptane to larger zenithangles (see Fig. 5 and Petrovi et al. 2007). This way, eventswhih onsist of RFI but have a SNR above 6 are rejeted.Suh events were found to have small urvature radii, sinemost RFI is emitted loally. We note, that by this riterionalso events were rejeted from air showers whih did notreah the required level of signal-oherene.The rejetion of RFI events an be tested by plotting ahistogram of the distribution of the urvature radii. It anbe seen in Fig. 6 that indeed all events whih had an emis-sion maximum at a urvature radius below 2000 m are not



Nigl et al.: CR diretion analysis with LOPES/KASCADE 5part of the �ltered distribution, these events are onsideredas RFI events.Among the 62 seleted events, 17 events have an eletri�eld strength of more than twie the expeted �eld strengthestimated from the muon number, geomagneti angle, andshower axis distane (Horne�er et al. 2007). The measuredeletri �eld strength of the 62 seleted events is plottedversus the diretional o�set in Fig. 7. In this plot, the 17 en-haned events are marked with squares and the 5 enirledevents were on�rmed to be reorded during thunderstormativity with lightnings in the viinity of LOPES. The errorbars in the plot give the minimum unertainty alulatedwith Eq. 1.5. Results and disussionThe 5 enirled events of Fig. 7 are andidates for en-haned shower radio emission by eletri �elds in thunder-storm louds (Buitink et al. 2007). These �ve thunderstormevents show large deviations in position, whih suggeststhat the net fore of the eletri �eld in thunderstorm loudsan hange the diretion in whih the emission is beamed.One of the 5 enirled events did not exeed the expeted�eld strength by a fator of two, but had a strong o�setin diretion. The other 13 enhaned events ould not beassoiated with thunderstorm ativity, however, an e�etby an inreased geoeletri �eld in a umulonimbus loudwithout lightning is not exluded. Therefore, the enhanedevents and the thunderstorm events were not taken intoaount for the following interpretation of the results. Theremaining 44 events show an approximately linear dereasein diretional o�set with inreasing signal strength.5.1. Curvature radiusAs mentioned in Set. 3.3, the intensity deteted in thepulses inreases quikly with urvature radius. In fat, 90%of the maximum intensity is obtained for the seleted 44events at (2600±800) m and the urvature radii at themaxima are (7000±2000) m (one sigma statistial uner-tainties). The statistial unertainty for the radii at themaxima is large, beause the hange in the intensity atlarge urvature radii is small and annot be determinedmore aurately with an array of the size of LOPES. Anapproximation for the statistial unertainty of the urva-ture radius an be obtained adapting Eq. 1:
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D osθ . (2)Here ∆ρ is the unertainty of the radius of urvature
ρ =  m and for D = 130 m, λ = 5 m, ǫN/ǫP = 1/16,and θ = 40◦ results in ±1400 m, whih is onsistent withthe above measured ±2000 m.The histogram of the urvature radii in Fig. 6 showsthat a few events aumulate at 10 km indiating thatthose events ould be �tted with even larger urvature radii.However, on average, the intensity does not hange signif-iantly inreasing the urvature radius over the last 2 km,and therefore the wavefront is onsidered to be nearly pla-nar. A tendeny to larger urvature radii is observed forevents oming from lower elevation angles, whih travelleda longer path through the Earth's atmosphere (see Fig. 8).

Furthermore, we showed that the variation of the ur-vature radius an hange the diretion of the pulse in eleva-tion. We found that the angular o�set in elevation from theoptimum position as a funtion of urvature radius is onaverage zero for the 44 seleted events and therefore doesnot introdue a systemati e�et. However, the spread mustbe onsidered as a statistial unertainty of ±0.3◦ for thediretions determined with LOPES.5.2. UpsamplingAdditionally, we showed in Set. 3.3, that shifts in the di-retions our when maximizing the intensity of the pulseby interpolating the antenna signals. The hange in thepositions introdued by the half-sample shifts amounts to
(0.7 ± 0.9)◦, for the 44 seleted events. This result de-termines the improvement of the diretional auray ofLOPES. E�etively, the digitization step error was redued,after the signal was upsampled.The optimization of the beam-forming by the upsam-pling (half-sample shift) did not signi�antly inrease theeletri �eld amplitude of the seleted events with (1 ±

3) µV m−1 MHz−1 ompared to the values determinedwith the standard analysis software (Bähren et al. 2006).However, it redued the number of events with more thanone soure in the optimized skymap by 30%. Thus, the in-tensity of the environmental bakground noise in the side-lobes of the event beams was redued by the optimizedbeam-forming.5.3. SystematisFig. 5 shows arrows pointing from the position reon-struted by LOPES to the position reonstruted byKASCADE. The arrows for all events are isotropially dis-tributed in the irular area that overs the sky. However,the arrows of the 44 events (seleted on their E-�eld peakSNR) show a lear preferene for oming from the North.Due to the inlination of the magneti �eld of 65◦ at thelatitude of LOPES of 49◦, the geomagneti angles are largerto the North than to the South and therefore a larger signalis produed in the air shower by the geomagneti e�et.The omponents of the arrows in the East-West dire-tion and the North-South diretion are plotted in Fig. 9.Both data sets follow a normal distribution with a fullwidth at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.2◦ (χ2

red
= 2.37)for the North-South diretion and of 0.6◦ (χ2

red
= 0.88)for the East-West diretion. These values are onsistentwith the absolute o�set of (1.3 ± 0.8)◦ (see next setion).Furthermore, both distributions have an average onsistentwith zero and therefore, no systemati o�set is found in thediretions determined by LOPES and KASCADE.5.4. StatistisThe obtained o�sets between the diretions provided byKASCADE and the diretions determined from the LOPESradio data for the 44 seleted events result in (1.3 ± 0.8)◦.The histogram of these o�sets and of all 664 events peakat the same bin of 1.5◦ suggesting that this is the sum ofthe average unertainty for the diretion determination ofboth experiments for the whole range of elevation angles.All events having larger o�sets are dominated by inreased



6 Nigl et al.: CR diretion analysis with LOPES/KASCADEnoise from the partile detetors and they are not part ofthe seleted 44 events (see Fig 10).The lear peaks in the urves for all 664 events of Fig. 9and Fig. 10 indiate that the diretion was suessfully de-termined within 1.3◦ for more than the 44 events. However,those events ould also onsist of RFI. The distintion be-tween osmi-ray events and RFI events ould be improvedby a better knowledge of the position and shape of the airshower pulse in time. This knowledge would allow a �t ofthe pulse in Fig. 1, whih would enable the diretion iden-ti�ation of events deteted with less intensity than theorresponding KASCADE noise in the LOPES beam.The 44 seleted events have an average zenith an-gle of 40◦ and the average eletron number deteted byKASCADE is 106.8. The auray of KASCADE for an airshower with this eletron number is ±0.2◦. This value isorreted for the redued aeptane of the partile dete-tors by dividing with the sine of the zenith angle of 40◦.Therefore, we onlude that the measured o�sets are dom-inated by the auray of the diretion determination withLOPES of about ±1.1◦.This auray of LOPES lies above the statistial un-ertainty determined with Eq. 1 of ±0.2◦, sine the �t of aurved wavefront with a urvature radius ρ introdues anadditional unertainty:
∆αtot = ±
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ǫP
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D osθ + f (ρ) . (3)6. ConlusionsThe 4D mapping of radio emission is a powerful new tool forthe study of radio soures within the Earth's atmosphere,in partiular osmi-ray air showers, beause of the infor-mation in the third spatial dimension provided by the dis-tane of the beam-forming fous. We used an array withonly 30 single dipoles and sueeded to map out the radioemission from air showers, to searh for the position on thesky, and to �t the urvature of the deteted wave front ofthe shower pulse. For this work, we used KASCADE as areferene. The mapping-tool an also be used for astrophys-ial imaging of fast pulses, sine images an be alulatedon sample time resolution. Furthermore, the third spatialdimension of the images allows to distinguish between theloation of all kinds of transient events ourring inside andoutside the Earth's atmosphere.We found that the position of the emission maximum inthe map, alulated in the beam-forming proess, is sensi-tive to the array layout and the phase errors of the antennaeletronis and therefore hanges when beam-forming pa-rameters suh as the urvature radius or the �ltered bandare varied. We optimized the beam-forming by upsamplingof the antenna signals, whih strongly improved the au-ray of the diretion determination.We onlude that the angular resolution of LOPES issu�ient to loalize the air shower axis and to maximizethe reeived eletri �eld amplitude. However, the aurayfor the diretion determination is determined by the uner-tainty of the urvature radius. An exat determination ofthe shape of the shower wavefront seems to be neessary tofurther improve the loalization of the shower radio maxi-mum in the beam-forming proess. Furthermore, the dire-tional auray ould possibly be improved by larger base-lines and by alulating every pixel of the searhed skymap

with the ross-orrelation beam (sum of all antenna pairorrelations) and by further suppressing the KASCADEnoise. Also, more phase-stability of the eletronis and alarger antenna layout optimized for beam-forming in allazimuthal diretions is desirable.We found that the best �t in the urvature radius in-reases for events oming from the horizon after passingthrough a larger atmospheri depth. Furthermore, we foundan approximately linear derease in the diretional o�setsbetween the LOPES positions and the KASCADE positionswith inreasing signal strength.Furthermore, we found a few events with �eld strengthsenhaned by more than twie the expeted �eld estimatedfrom the muon number, geomagneti angle, and shower axisdistane. Some of these events were assoiated with thun-derstorms in the viinity of the telesope, whih an en-hane the emission through strong eletri �elds in louds.These events showed the largest o�sets between the positionmeasured with the radio antennae of LOPES and the par-tile detetors of KASCADE. This very important resultsuggests that the harged partiles of air showers experi-ene additional de�etion by eletri �elds in thunderstormlouds. Thus, we measured for the �rst time a geoeletrie�et in addition to the geomagneti e�et.The o�sets between the diretions measured with bothinstruments were analyzed for dependenies on the mea-sured eletri �eld strength, the urvature radius, the az-imuth angle, the elevation angle and the geomagneti �eldangle. Due to the geomagneti e�et and the geoeletri ef-fet disussed here, one ould expet a net diretional o�setbetween the muons, the eletrons and the eletromagnetiemission at the shower maximum. However, the analyzedsample of LOPES events did not show any signi�ant sys-temati e�et for the mentioned dependenies.This result adds another strong argument for the usageof the radio detetion tehnique for the study of the arrivaldiretions of high-energy osmi rays. An interesting nextstep will be to investigate with simulations how the dis-tane of the beam fous (urvature radius) relates to themaximum of the partile shower.Aknowledgments. Andreas Nigl gratefully aknowledges agrant from ASTRON whih made this work possible. LOPESwas supported by the German Federal Ministry of Eduationand Researh. The KASCADE-Grande experiment is supportedby the German Federal Ministry of Eduation and Researh,the MIUR and INAF of Italy, the Polish Ministry of Siene andHigher Eduation and the Romanian Ministry of Eduation andResearh.ReferenesAllan, H. R. & Jones, J. K. 1966, Nature, 212, 129Antoni, T., Apel, W. D., Badea, F., et al. 2003, Nulear Instrumentsand Methods in Physis Researh Setion A, 513, 490Ardouin, D., Bellétoile, A., Charrier, D., et al. 2005, in SF2A-2005: Semaine de l'Astrophysique Franaise, 2005, ed. F. Casoli,T. Contini, J. M. Hameury, & L. Pagani, 495Auger, P., Ehrenfest, P., Maze, R., Daudin, J., & Fréon, R. A. 1939,Reviews of Modern Physis, 11, 288Auger Collaboration: J. Abraham et al. 2007, Si, 318, 938Bähren, L., Falke, H., Horne�er, A., Lafebre, S., & Nigl, A. 2006, TheLOPES-Tools Software Pakage, http://usg.lofar.org/doku.phpBuitink, S., Apel, W., Ash, T., et al. 2007, A&ACalabretta, M. R. & Greisen, E. W. 2002, A&A, 395, 1077Falke, H., Apel, W. D., Badea, A. F., et al. 2005, Nature, 435, 313Falke, H. & Gorham, P. 2003, Astropartile Physis, 19, 477Horne�er, A., Apel, W. D., Arteaga, J. C., et al. 2007, in Pro. Int.Cosmi Ray Conf. (ICRC), 2007
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13 Physis Department, Buharest University, Buharest-Magurele, P.O. Box MG-11, RO-077125, Romania Figure 4. Example of radio skymaps for one LOPES eventwith original sampling (top) and with a half-sample shiftapplied to all antennae signals before beam-forming (bot-tom). The split maximum in the top plot is not real andmerges to one maximum with higher temporal resolution.The skymaps show the air shower radio emission in stereo-graphi projetion (STG, Calabretta & Greisen 2002) witha blak dot at the maximum. The seond blak dot in theenter of the map and o�set from the maximum indiatesthe diretion provided by KASCADE.
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Figure 5. This plot shows an arrow for eah event onnet-ing the position of LOPES and KASCADE projeted ontothe sky with the zenith in the origin. The azimuth anglerotates lok-wise starting from North pointing upwards.The thin arrows indiate all 664 pre-seleted events andthe thik enirled arrows highlight the 44 seleted events.

Figure 6. Histogram of the number of events as a funtionof urvature radius. The upper (dotted-blue) distributionshows all 664 pre-seleted events and the lower (solid-red)distribution shows the seleted 44 events. The bin size is250 m in urvature radius.

Figure 7.Absolute angular separation between the LOPESand the KASCADE position as a funtion of eletri �eldamplitude. The enirled events are possibly enhaned in�eld strength in thunderstorm louds at the time of the ob-servation. The events marked with squares have a measured�eld strength of more than twie the expeted �eld strengthestimated from the muon number, geomagneti angle, andshower axis distane (Horne�er et al. 2007). The lower limiton the statistial unertainty in the diretion of eah eventis plotted as an error bar (aording to Eq. 1).

Figure 8. Curvature radius as a funtion of the inverse o-sine of the zenith angle for all 62 events. The enhaned andthunderstorm events are enirled in this plot. The dashedline at 10 km indiates the maximum urvature radius thatwas �tted to the wavefronts.
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Figure 9. Histograms of the angular o�set in the air showerore position on the sky at the distane of the urvature ra-dius of the air shower emission maximum, as found in theLOPES radio signal and as determined with the diretionprovided by KASCADE. The distribution in East-West o�-set is plotted at the top and in North-South diretion at thebottom. Eah plot shows the distribution for all 664 events(dotted) and for the 44 seleted events (solid), both �ttedwith a Gaussian (dash-dotted and dashed).

Figure 10. Distribution of events as a funtion of dire-tional o�set between LOPES and KASCADE. The upper(dotted) distribution shows all 664 pre-seleted events andthe lower (solid) distribution shows the seleted 44 eventswith the maximum at (1.3 ± 0.8)◦. The bin size is 0.5◦.
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